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About AVID® Education
From headphones to boom boxes, AVID has your educational audio needs covered!  AVID has been manufacturing and 
supplying headphones along with other audio products for over 50 years.  We offer products developed in collaboration 
with educators to ensure they meet the tough rigors of an educational setting. 
 

AVID offers a great selection of durable products that are perfect for high use areas.  Many have replaceable foam earpads 
or easy to clean vinyl to make reusing them a breeze.  We are continually expanding our line and modifying our products 
based upon what we have learned from educators to keep up with changing demands and uses.  All of our educational 
products are stored in our Rhode Island warehouse which allows us to track our inventory easily and ship quickly after 
receiving an order.  

AVID currently supplies many headphones to schools for educational programs, language labs, theatrical productions, 
sports teams, and much more.  Both public and school libraries have found them to be a valuable tool to pair with their 
audio books and computer programs, while museums supply visitors with AVID headphones for self-guided tours.  AVID 
offers one on one personal service!  Call or email to talk with educational sales representatives that can help you find the 
product that will best fit your needs. 



AVID offers headphones for a variety of applications.  Our lab headphones are full sized and designed for the rugged 
use that a computer lab encounters on a daily basis.  These headphones are meant to be assigned per computer and 
used by multiple students in one day.  Their vinyl earpads and headbands are easily cleaned by wiping down with a damp 
disinfecting cloth.  The large earpads have extra padding that help block surrounding noises out to aid in concentration 
while students work as well as keeping the lab quiet.  Headphones help students learn at their own pace without being 
distracted by other students progress.

AVID’s personal sized headphones are perfect for 1:1 computing.  Assign one headphone to each student so they are 
prepared when lessons require audio.  Students also take better care of headphones they think of as their own.  The 
personal headphones small size is perfect for storage in their desk or locker.  The plastic adjustable headband can easily 
be cleaned with a damp disinfecting wipe and replaceable foam earpads are available for purchase.

Color options not only add style to the labs but they aid in group learning and organization.  Break students into groups 
easily by assigning a different color headphone to each listening center. 

Headphones
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AE-808
This is the perfect lab headphone!  Its ultra-
durable construction allow for multiple uses all 
year long. They easily switch from Stereo to 
Mono sound and have both plug sizes making 
it compatible with a variety of equipment.  The 
large, padded cushions surround the ear 
blocking out distracting surrounding ambient 
noises allowing the students to concentrate on 
their work.

AE-807
The AE-807 has the same rugged construction as 
the AE-808 without the volume control.  Just use 
the volume adjustments on the computer or in the 
software.  The coiled cord stretches to almost 10’ 
when needed and coils back to short for easy storage. 

AE-808 USB
This model is the same as our AE-808 
headphones with a USB 2.0 plug for superior 
sound and connectivity.  It features a straight 
cord with in-line volume control.
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Headphones
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AE-711
Perfect size to assign one to each 
student.  Students are more careful with 
headphones when they think of them as 
their own property.  The small size is easy 
for them to store in their desk or locker.

AE-711V
Like our AE-711 headphone but with 
vinyl earpads.  The vinyl is easy to clean 
but also provides extra padding to aid 
in comfort.  The earpieces rotate flat for 
easy storage.

AE-711VC
This is a lightweight, personal 
headphone, perfect for audio books and 
other audio applications.  The adjustable 
headband fits a variety of students and 
volume control allows them to listen at 
their own comfortable level.

AE-908
This model features superior sound quality and fidelity.  
It is an excellent choice for music applications.  It’s 
extra-long 9’ cord allows the user to use a variety of 
equipment while still plugged into the audio source.  

AE-812
This model features our innovated Automatic Sound 
Limiting technology.  The sound automatically 
stops at 85dB which is deemed a safe listening 
level by the American Speech-Language-Hearing 
Association (ASHA).  This prevents students from 
turning the sound up to unsafe levels and requires 
no monitoring by the teacher. 

AE-425
This model rests on the ear with the headband going behind the neck rather 
than over the head to prevent getting tangled in the user’s hair.  Its lightweight 
design allow for long periods of use without discomfort.

SM-25
The SM-25 is a basic, lab headphone.  
It is durable enough to assign one to 
each computer in a lab and be used 
by multiple students in one day.  The 
padded vinyl headband and earpads 
are a breeze to clean with a damp 
disinfecting cloth in between uses.
The SM-25 is constructed with a 
braided nylon cord for durability. 

FV-060
This is a medium sized headphone that works as a 
personal headphone or as a lightweight lab headphone.  
The earpads fit just around the ear and help block our 
surrounding noises.  The earpieces rotate flat making it 
easy to store in a desk or backpack. 
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Headsets with Microphones
Microphone headsets are ideal for a variety of classroom computer activities.  Having a microphone close to the student’s 
mouth helps the recording to be clear and distinct as well as keeping students’ voices down resulting in a quieter lab.  
Microphones are useful for language learning software, recording podcasts, having student’s narrate presentations and 
many more applications.  They are available in a large lab size that is great for multiple uses by multiple students in one 
day to smaller personal size that students can store themselves.

AE-36  
The AE-36 is the perfect match for devices with a single jack such as iPads® , 
Chromebooks®  and more!  The AE-36 has a single TRRS 3.5mm 4-conductor 
plug that operates both the Speakers and the Microphone.  The braided nylon 
cord is resistant to chewing and the earpads are permanently attached to 
keep them from falling off during use.
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AE-981
The USB plug on the AE-981 makes it a perfect headset 
for using language learning software.  The USB plug offers 
excellent sound quality and removes the need for software to 
continually configure the microphone.  The earpieces have soft 
padded earpads and comes with an extra pair of vinyl earpads.

SMB-25VC
This full sized headphone has comfortable 
earpads that surround the ear helping to 
block out ambient noises in the classroom 
helping students concentrate on their 
lesson.   The gooseneck microphone 
can be adjusted as close to the mouth 
as needed and can be moved up when 
not in use.

AE-39
The AE-39 has the exact same 
features as our popular AE-36 
Model except it is equipped with 
a USB plug instead of the single 
TRRS plug.

TRRS Adapter  
Want to use the AE-36 with a computer that has two 
jacks? That’s easy with our TRRS Plug Adaptor. It 
takes a single TRRS plug and changes it to dual plugs 
giving you one plug for the microphone and one plug 
for the speakers. This item is sold separately.
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Microphone Headsets
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CD-858MF
Students want to keep learning and participating with 
educational games when wearing this PC gaming headset.  
It has flashing lights and vibration that is powered by the USB 
plug that encourage the users.  The speakers and microphone 
are powered by dual 3.5mm plugs.  

AE-711A
Perfect size to assign one to each student.  
Students are more careful with headphones 
when they think of them as their own property.  
The small size is easy for them to store in 
their desk or locker.

AE-711VCA
This is a lightweight, personal headphone, 
perfect for audio books and other audio 
applications.  The adjustable headband 
fits a variety of students and volume 
control allows them to listen at their own 
comfortable level.

AE-711VA
Like our AE-711 headphone but with 
vinyl earpads.  The vinyl is easy to clean 
but also provides extra padding to aid 
in comfort.  The earpieces rotate flat for 
easy storage.

AE-08
This is a great choice as 
a basic  low cost over the 
head style of headphone.

FV-060A
This is a medium sized headphone that works as a 
personal headphone or as a lightweight lab headphone.  
The earpads fit just around the ear and help block out 
surrounding noises.  The earpieces rotate flat making it 
easy to store in a desk or backpack. 

Storage & Light Duty Headphones
Storage headphones are the ideal solution to easily assigning one headphone to each student.  Each headphone has an 
adjustable headband and is the perfect size and weight to fit a wide range of grade levels.  Included is an opaque bag with 
a slider closure and large plug adaptor.  The bags are easy to be labeled by the teacher or they can be personalized by 
each student.

AE-18
This lightweight headset has a fully 
adjustable microphone and can adjust 
to fit students from first grade to adult. 

AE-9092
This full sized headset has an in-line microphone and volume control.  
The microphone is conveniently located high on the cord and close to 
the user’s mouth keeping voices and volume levels in labs quiet.  The 
AE-9092 works great with devices that have a single jack such as iPads®, 
Chromebooks® and more! The AE-9092 has a single TRRS 3.5mm 
4-conductor plug that operates both the Speakers and the Microphone.   

AE-350
The AE-350 has Active Noise Cancelation Technology.  
It uses one AAA battery (not included) to actively block out 
surrounding noises and make a quiet environment for the user. 
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Earbuds 
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AE-215
This model has soft, flexible silicone eartips 
that fit comfortably in the ear.  This helps block 
out surrounding noises keeping the user from 
having to turn the volume up too loud.  

DX-992
The DX-992 offers fantastic 
sound quality and passive noise 
cancelation with comfortable 
silicone eartips.  This model is 
available in retail packaging.

AE-5
This model is our most basic earbud.  
It is perfect for testing and other quick 
uses.  It does not have earpads.

JS-75
This model has small, soft foam earpads.  
It has a 6’ cord which can reach even the 
back of computers. 

TT-3
The TT-3 has an attractive two toned silver finish.  
Each pair is packed in a zip top silver storage bag.  
Storage bag has a hole at the top making it easy 
to hang and organize.

AVID’s earbuds are a great low cost option especially for higher grade levels and adults.  
Provide one pair per user for various computer based activities such as testing and audio 
books.  Their small size can easily be carried from lab to classroom.

AE-151
The AE-151 has a shorter 4’ cord.  It has 
soft foam earpads for extra comfort.

AE-SportMic 
The AE-SportMic has an inline microphone 
for voice recognition and features flexible 
silicone eartips with 3 different sizes to 
ensure a comfortable fit.  It has a single 
TRRS 3.5mm 4-conductor plug that operates 
both the speakers and the microphone.  The 
small storage case allows students to take 
them from class to class.
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Speaker & Player

SP-815
This is great for use with MP3 players, computers, and other 
audio devices.  Charges easily through a computer using 
the provided USB cable. 

BB-992
It has the ability to play CD and MP3 discs, cassettes as well 
as external devices through its USB, SD, or AUX in jacks.  It 
also has an AM/FM radio, remote control, single headpone jack 
and built in microphone.  It can operate with 8D batteries (not 
included) or with an AC/DC wall plug. 

8KP63M
is a mono jack box with eight 
6.3mm sockets and volume control. 

8KP35S
is a stereo jack box with eight 
3.5mm sockets and volume control. 

6KP35S
is a stereo jack box with six 
3.5mm sockets and volume control.

Jack Box 
Create several small learning groups within one classroom with AVID’s Jack Boxes.  Simply pair a Jack Box with a 
Boom Box, MP3 player, or other audio device and have 6 or 8 students listen while using headphones.  Each Jack Box 
has both 6.3mm and 3.5mm plugs to be compatible with most devices.
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Classroom Packs
AVID’s Classroom Packs make storing and moving your headphones easy and convenient.  Each classroom pack includes 
our durable, lightweight carrying case and several headphones.  The carrying case protects the headphones during storage 
as well as keeping them clean and ready for use.

Wireless Infrared HeadphonesInfrared headphones have no cords that can tangle or knot saving you time when 
preparing for the next class.  They are perfect for learning in groups.  Each transmitter 
can operate an unlimited amount of headphones within 12’ of its line of sight.  This 
makes gathering a group of students around a computer or similar device easy.

IR-10SET  
The set includes 1 IR-10 headphones and 1 IR-10T transmitter.  
The IR-10 headphones folds to make storing easy.  It has padded 
vinyl earpads, with an on/off switch and volume control on one 
earpiece.  The IR-10T transmitter can be used with any audio 
source that has a USB port.  

IR-10
Extra headphone that can be added to the 
IR-10SET for multiple users.

IR-20SET4  
The set includes 4 IR-20 headphone, 1 IR-50T transmitter and 
1 power adaptor.  The IR-20 headphone has a headband that 
adjusts as it is put on for extra comfort.  It has an on/off switch 
and volume control on the earpiece.  The transmitter can be 
used with any source with a 3.5mm socket such as a computer 
or boom box.     

IR-20
Extra headphone that can be added to the 
IR-20SET for multiple users. 
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PA Systems

PA-216
The PA-216 is a lightweight portable PA system which is great 
for times when movement is necessary, such as field trips or 
recess duty.  It can be carried by the handle or over the shoulder 
with the provided strap.  It comes with a wireless microphone 
and has 35 watts of output power.  It can also be set on a podium 
or stage for lectures, speeches and meetings. It also has a USB 
port for playing back audio from a flash drive and an external 
device through the line-in port. 

PA-133
There is no need to repeat yourself when using this model.  Not only does it offer 20 watts of 
output power to keep you from raising your voice but it can also record the lesson onto a flash 
drive or SD card to be given to students who are absent.  It also has the ability to play back audio 
from a flash drive or SD card and transmit FM radio.  It can be clipped onto a belt or waistband or 
be worn on the provided neck lanyard.  It comes with a comfortable headset microphone that is 
plugged into the unit.  It also has the ability to play back audio from a flash drive, SD card, or an 
external device through the line-in port and transmit FM radio. 

PA-122
With 6 watts of output power the PA-122 is perfect to project your voice in a 
classroom setting to ensure that even students at the back of the room can 
hear clearly.  Its simple design couldn’t be easier to operate – just plug in the 
included headset and go!  The volume control dial is conveniently located on 
the top of the unit for easy adjusting.  It can be worn around the waist or hung 
from the neck. Operates on AA batteries (included).
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As classroom sizes grow the need to be heard grows 
as well.  AVID’s PA System are available in three 
different sizes to guarantee that all students will hear 
the lesson without forcing the teacher to strain.  The 
PA-133 and PA-216 units are rechargeable and include 
an AC/DC wall charger and microphone. 

Perfect for small gymnasiums, 
cafeterias, or auditoriums.

Perfect for a class of 
30-40 students. 

Perfect for a class of 
20-30 students.



12CPAE808
12 AE-808 headphones and a 
protective carrying case.

12CPSM25
12 SM-25 headphones and a 
protective carrying case.

12CPAE807
12 AE-807 headphones and a 
protective carrying case.

12CPAE808USB
12 AE-808USB headphones and a 
protective carrying case.

12SMB25VC
12 SM-25VC headphones and 
protective carrying case.

12CPAE981
12 AE-981 headphones and 
protective carrying case.

12CPAE36
30 AE-36 headphones and 
protective carrying case.

30CPAE711V
30 AE-711V headphones and 
protective carrying case.

30CPFV060
30 FV-060 headphones and 
protective carrying case.

30CPAE711
30 AE-711 headphones and 
protective carrying case.

30CPAE711VC
30 AE-711VC headphones and 
protective carrying case.

Classroom Packs
AVID’s Classroom Packs make storing and moving your headphones easy and convenient.  Each classroom pack includes 
our durable, lightweight carrying case and several headphones.  The carrying case protects the headphones during 
storage as well as keeping them clean and ready for use. For more information about the headphones included please 
refer to pages 2-8. 
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Listening Centers 

8LC35S
8 AE-808 headphones and 
the 8KP35S jack box.

6LC35S
6 AE-808 headphones and 
the 6KP35S jack box.

4LC35S
4 AE-808 headphones and the 
8KP35S jack box.

8LC63M
8 AE-808 headphones and 
the 8KP63M jack box.

4LC63M
4 AE-808 headphones and
the 8KP63M jack box.

8AE90835S
8 AE-908 headphones and
the 8KP35S jack box.

6AE90835S
6 AE-908 headphones and 
the 6KP35S jack box.

AVID’s Listening Centers allow students to work and learn in groups.  Each position on the Jack Box comes with its own 
volume control.  The carrying case is constructed of tough ABS plastic to prevent damage while being lightweight to make 
storing and moving easy.  For more information about the headphones included please refer to pages 2-8.

8SM2535S
8 SM-25 headphones and
the 8KP35S jack box.

6SM2535S
6 SM-25 headphones and 
the 6KP35S jack box.
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Listening Centers 

8LC63M+BB992  
8 AE-808 headphones, the 8KP63M
jack box and the BB-992 boom box.

8LC35S +BB992
8 AE-808 headphones, the 8KP35S

jack box and the BB-992 boom box. 

6LC35S+BB992
6 AE-808 headphones, the 6KP35S
jack box and the BB-992 boom box.

4LC35S+BB992
4 AE-808 headphones, the 8KP35S 
jack box and the BB-992 boom box.

6LCAE711+BB992
6 AE-711A headphones with storage bags, 
the 6KP35S jack box and the BB-992 
boom box. 
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Volume Control 
Adapter
can be added to any model with 
a 3.5mm plug to add personal 
volume control.

Splitter
turns one headphone jack into two.  Simply 
plug two headphones with a 3.5mm stereo 
plug into the female sockets and plug into 
your audio source. 

6.3 mm Adapter
makes a 3.5mm stereo plug into 
a 6.3mm stereo plug. 

Extension Cord
makes your cord 10” longer. it 
works with any headphone with 
a 3.5 mm stereo plug. 

Foam Earpads 
helps keep environments hygienic.  
Great for multiple people reusing 
the same headphone.

Vinyl Earpads
are soft, padded earpads that 
are easy to clean. Contact AVID 
for sizes available. 

Storage bags
that will keep your heaphones and 
earbuds clean and ready for use.  
Contact AVID for types and sizes of 
bags available. Dimensions: 10” x 12”

Extra Case
for any products that you wish to 
store and keep clean.  Our cases are 
made from durable, lightweight ABS 
plastic. Dimensions: 23” x 19.5” x 5.5”

Accessories



AVID Warranty Information
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AVID LIMITED WARRANTY
AVID products purchased by consumers directly from AVID or an authorized AVID distributor, reseller, carry our limited warranty.

Who is covered:
This warranty is extended only to the original end-use purchaser or the person receiving the product as a gift, and shall not be extended to any other person 

or transferee.

What is covered/For how long:
AVID warrants that this product, when delivered to you in new condition, in original packaging, from AVID and used in normal conditions, is free from any 

defects in manufacturing, materials and workmanship for the following periods from the date of retail purchase by the original end-use purchaser:

Multimedia players including CD, MP3, Cassette, Radio, etc. – 1 year after date of purchase

Jack Boxes – 1 year after date of purchase

Headphones and headsets (exclusions below) – 1 year after date of purchase

USB headphones and headsets – 6 months after date of purchase

Personal headphones and headsets (ie AE-711 line, AV-44, AE-812) – 3 months after date of purchase

Disposable headphones and earbuds – only the return policy applies

* Products may be discontinued at any time.

What is not covered:
This warranty does not cover defects resulting from improper or unreasonable use or maintenance; failure to follow operating instructions; accident; excess 

moisture; insects; lightning; power surges; connections to improper voltage supply; unauthorized alteration or modification of original condition; damages 

caused by inadequate packing or shipping procedures; loss of, damage to or corruption of stored data; damages caused by use with other products; product 

that requires modification or adaptation to enable it to operate in any country other than the country for which it was designed, manufactured, approved and/

or authorized, or repair of products damaged by these modifications; and products purchased from unauthorized dealers.

What we will do:
During the warranty period, we will, at our sole option, repair or replace (using new or refurbished replacement parts) any defective parts within a reasonable 

period of time and free of charge.

What we will not do:
Pay shipping, insurance or transportation charges from you to us, or any import fees, duties and taxes.

What you must do to obtain Limited Warranty Service:

Return product, with proof of purchase, using the following procedures:

1. No returns will be accepted without prior authorization;

2. Contact  AVID for specific return and shipping instructions;

3. Label and ship the product, freight prepaid, to the address provided by AVID; and

4. Place any necessary return authorization number prominently on the outside of the carton. Cartons not bearing a return authorization number, where 

required, will be refused.

Other conditions:
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY ARE IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WRITTEN OR 

ORAL, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. AVID’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY SHALL 

NOT EXCEED THE ACTUAL PURCHASE PRICE PAID BY YOU FOR THE PRODUCT. IN NO EVENT SHALL AVID BE LIABLE FOR LOSS OF, DAMAGE 

TO OR CORRUPTION OF STORED DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES HOWSOEVER CAUSED 

INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND PROPERTY, AND ANY COSTS OF RECOVERING, PROGRAMMING OR 

REPRODUCING ANY PROGRAM OR DATA STORED IN OR USED WITH YOUR AVID PRODUCT.

Other legal rights:
This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you also may have other rights that vary from state to state or country to country. Some places do 

not allow limitations on implied warranties or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may 

not apply to you.

AVID RETURN POLICY   
All product must be unused in original packaging, in resalable condition and include all components including manuals, cables, earpads, etc within 30 

days of purchase.  All returns must be authorized by an AVID representative before returned.  Please call 1-888-575-AVID to receive a return authorization 

number that must be included on the outside of each box.  All returns must be prepaid and are subject to a 15% restocking fee.  
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Available Through:

avid_edu0614

JourneyEd.com
1-800-876-3607
sales@journeyed.com


